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- for the City l/fl;Ver5;ty of New Yo~.Gf:Cl_c/Ui7!te Cente~: . ~ 
The 'Great Move Backward 
By Charles Reavis Price 
In many ways the move of. th_e 
Graduate School community from 42nd 
to 34th street has been a step_'or'two 
backward, not forward. We all were 
promised cutting edge technologies, new 
equipment, wonderful working spaces, 
and a new image. Maybe the smiling 
minority faces that adorn the new build-
ing's Fifth Avenue-frontage are part of the 
attempt to develop a new image. , 
But what is happening inside the build-
ing is frustrating and tro4bling. We now 
work in a centralized bureaucratic environ-
ment that has taken away what little 
autonomy·students, staff and faculty previ-
ously enjoyed. lmpo~nt decisior,,s about 
research needs such as utilizing special 
software or adding peripheral equipment 
has to be approved by one of our new 
chief bureaucrats, Vice President of 
Information Resources James Haggard. 
The computer network, the NEW 
state-of-the-art network, is a big pain-in-the 
ass 'when·it works. Ori& expletives can con-
vey 't~e. (~l(ng 'wt1eri ·it doesn't·wor~: when 
_y9u r~911y fl~d it to work,' such as wh,en I 
and my colleqgues :at the Hovyar~ ?':1muels 
Center had to coordinate ?t national· confer-
e·nce with phones, electronic communi(?l-
tion and fax mach1ne, that did not work·at 
'' \· ,all at first. 
:How 'have we moved bacl<w~m::t v:vh~n. 
our new building,and image imply great 
strides forward? The CUNY Gr.aduate 
School' is a Ph.D. granting institution of the 
third largest university system in the nation. 
But the entire sch'ool, for .the-past six 
months, has only one fax, machine that con-
sistently works. Information Services is jok-
ingly referred to as Disinformation Services 
because they are understaffed and not thor-
oughly familiar with the new equipment. I 
have been told by insiders that there is a 
backlog of over 2000 requests for service. 
The software we have access to is 
extremely limited: one psychology stu-
dent desperately searched me out to 
see if I could help him find a copy of 
SPSS; it's not accessible for many. If 
you want it you have to r~uest it 
from Information Services. 
But then, Information Services 
has done a poor job of providing infor-
mation. How many people in the 
Graduate School community know 
this? Even a task li~e printing a letter 
is a disagreeable chore. Where I 
work we have to "add" a printer each 
··"'·"""-"""'"'"'""· time we want to print, even one 
A Call To· 
page! Most people know how many ?creens 
AGliflRl,T ~1"!'~~-::.:d :moos center pur~ 
By Jocelyn Boryczka chased new equipment, bought with funds 
Center into a more democratic institu- procured through research grants, which is 
tion where the administration respects not usable now. We brought a new all-in-one 
In 1962, Students for a and listens to student voi,ces. More fax machine but can't use it because it's 
Democratic Society (SOS) convened in broadly, 1 want to consider a strategy for analog. If you have a laptop, you can plug it 
Port Huron and wrote a statement that increasing student participation in a in, but don't think about using it to electroni-
galvanized the New Left. The Port coordinated, on-going effort to take cally communicate. You have to use what is 
Huron Statement reflected, among action for _chang~ OIJ_ three.Jevels: J!Je .. here at the.Graduate.C,enter. -This_ is not- - -- -·-·-
other t:hings, student concerns about Graduate ce_otec _CUl)IY,. and .New. York .progr.ess::.l.thought years of .planning-went- -- ---
racial tensions and-corporate liberalism. · City.--- ·- · · · · - into this process. 
They ,thought such concerns could be As can be expected, the c;riticisms laid 
addressed by rejuvenating participatory I suggest three steps toward coordinat- out here and in this issue of the Advocate 
democracy and empowering the people. ing a GC student-qased CALL TO will be m~t with promises that it will all soon 
Students across the country read their ACTION: be ironed out. The amount of human effort 
"C~II !O ,:\c~ipn·:. aQg,moJ2iJil~q_a_pQwerful . . . .. . .. . . ~ _ .. . ... . _ that-1:las ali=eady,aeen-wasted-wocld-not"bB·------"".:"":= 
sttrdent movement. · · · Step One: Communication . tol~rated by,any'private sector organiza~ion. 
Today, students at the Graduate To address the grievances. put forth in Doing what ought to be_ mun?ane and s1m-
Center.: (GC) and the City University of this issue, an open door meeting pie tasks generally require minutes of 
New York (CUNY) share similar con- between GC students, faculty, and digres:'ion. For exam~le, it ta~es me about 
cerns. Racial tensions recently surfaced administrators should be held .as soon ten minutes, round tnp, to go the second 
when the CUNY Board of Trustees as possible in order to address these floor t? c_heck for faxes. And this is when 
Chairman Herman Badillo made dis- grievances. This meeting will _allow oth- there 1s little traffic. On some days I have to 
paraging: •anti-Latino remarks directed ers to present further problems, open 
at new immigrants from the Dominican the door of communication between stu- see BACKWARD, page 7 
Republic a~d Mexico. An?, CUNY i:' cur- dents, faculty, and administrators, and 
:ently ~hasmg out reme~1al e_ducat1o_n_ ~t facilitate a response to these grievances 
~ts senior college~, a. policy d1re~t!Y hrr11t- by the GC Administration. Students may 
m~ egu91 educational opp_?rturn~1es for • •also use this meeting as a springboard 
minority students. On the fiscal side, the for organizing further action. 
GC and CUNY remain under strict bud- · 
get constraints despite the economic Step Two: Coordination 
prosperity and budget surpluses in New GC students organize a coordinated 
York. For these reasons and the others group to address issues at the GC, to 
specified in this Advocate issue, this is fight the attack on the CUNY system, 
an opportune time for a CALL TO and to protest various New York City poli-
ACTION to demand change here at the cies. Over the last few years, student 
GC, CUNY, and beyond. groups and individuals from the CUNY 
This special edition of· The campuses and the GC, including 
Advocate covers various, diverse stu- Doctoral Students' Council representa-
dent grievances. Here, I focus on how 
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CGM~a-· ~\JaiiG • Doe~~--~~- ~-~~Ja~:-1/~ik!,~iF~ 
By Stuart Liebman, 
Film Studies Certificate Program 
My life has not been quite U-ie same 
since December 7, 1999. Late in t~e 
afternoon that day, an arti_cle about m~ 
was published in The Advocate. The , . 
~ pie~e--two whole P?ges ·1ong-de~cnbe~ 
itself as an "Editorial," although, as I shall 
·suggest b'elow, it was something_ quite qif-
f erent. The writer, who use~ the ps~~do-
nym "Jane Doe," concluded that I "'fas _a 
"certified racist." Jane Doe based "her" 
outrageous and utterly false altegati~n qn 
what purported to be a ve~y detailed , 
account of a trial in which ·r and two .col-
leagues from the former Con'lmuf1i~atlon 
Arts and Sciences Departm~r;it ·at Queen? 
College had been accused' of discriminat-
ing against ari African American ·stu~ent · 
who had failed his first comprehensive · 
exams in the Queens College Media 
Studies master's program in 1993. 
The first tliing your readers mu_st know 
is that Jane Doe's presentation of tne 
facts of the case is egregiously flawed, and 
that it is flawed for a simple reason. 
Despite-the labored piety dfher conclu?ion 
in which "she" expressed a desire to begin 
"a conversation about our ur1iverSity, look-. 
ing into whom it appoints to repr~~ent 
itself in the role of Department Chair and 
Program Coordinafot;" Jan·e boe really 
wished·to r-eeklessly · and maliciously ' 
defame··me ahd my ,colleagues Helen - . 
Cairns and jonathan Buchsbaum who, col-
lectively, have served this university with 
distinction for more than seventy 'five 
years. We have been innovators and facili• 
tators in our curricula which, thanks to 
our efforts, now include courses in which 
the politics and ethics of the representa-
tion of many different minorities and 
national communities are analyzed. We 
have ta..ught ,a.Md a&sist.ec;Ldozens ofminori, 
ty students, many-of whom volunteered to. 
speak on our behalf -at the trial. ·In fact, 
prior to the filing of this ver:y problematic 
lawsuit, our reputati9ns have·never t1een· 
tarnished by even a hint of discrimination 
of any kind, let alone of raGism. By Jonath9n Buchsbaum, 
~ssqciate Professor 
Graduate Center /Queens Gollege 
. But Jane Doe obviou~ly did _not consid-
er these facts .at all; nqr did: stie pause to 
consider the irre'parable h_i:!rm to qur 
star;,ding·and t~e personal pain she_ wo~ld 1. am writing in response to the 
inflict by makir:,g'Jier ~>_ttraordina~y charge. -Jane Doe ".editorial" which appeared in 
She simply proceeded t~ play fast an.d the Nov/De~. issue of The Advocate. 
loose (and often sloppily) with·the facts. 
She concocted her wild allegations by·con- My name is Jonathan Buchs.,baum. l 
triving quotations, quoting out of context, am currently the Graduate Advisor to 
ignoring ali ·evidence' 'that contradicted her the Master's· Program in Media ·studies 
fantasy of what tooR place; falsely- imputing at, Queens College·, where I have taught 
tH0ughts and motives to aj~ry without the for over twenty-years, and I am also a 
slightest documentary basis, and·failing to member of the Personnel and ·Budget 
cite' specific sources. (the old .McCarthy. ·committee in the Media Studies 
trick), among nther·well;worn techniques Department. In these two capacities, I 
of the-semi-pr.ofessional demagogue. And, have extensive first hand knowledge of 
of.course, Jane Doe did atl this without the ma_terial presented in such a 
making the:slightest effort to speak to any patently inaccurate, distorted, and yes, 
of those--with the p0ssjble.excepti0n of malicious mqr1ner by Jane Doe. . 
the plaiotjff ,Qr- his a~orney.._who had first- .I woula like to reassure your 
hat19 knowJedge of the-case. 
Ac;, I _h,ope ;5~oul9. b~ c!ear -by-now, I readers of the groundlessness of one 
consider Jane DQe's accusations not only of .Jane -Doe's central coritentipns. 
i 
~ 
,to be utterly inaccurate, tt,~y ar:-~ <;iefama- Jan~ Doe wrote that "Evidence shows 
tory. Mark Petra~ tia~ now. seer:i the trial ~hat this system of grading is not blind 
1 
transcripts, tt,e ,d~posi~ions.and other · ar:,d that ra,cial favoritism occurred to r , 
court_dpcurrier:1ts. 1us·my understQndir;ig the detriment of Derek Tolbert." No ~ 
t,Hc;1fin.this issu,e'he '(Viii ,list_ m~mY,.of the evidence presented at trial, ·1et alone in 
1 errors of f~c;t'., ·oQth .large and small, Jhat the "editorial," supports this cha'rge. l 
appear tn :tt,e arti,Cle af1d reoder J_nAferly Nor is it true that "The jury deemed I 
unreliable' arid self-cohtrc!ditt9ry. Sh~ pbvi- that Mr. :rolbert's·exam was, in fact, 
ously did not thirik it important at all to 
I , -;not graded an6nymo1:1s/y. "' Here, as in - "' investigate--~h~ ca_se th9r9!}9'1ly 9/1? . .f~ m·a,.,_,y~--oth. er·· "'p•arts"fofthe·-vect{toriar.", ",.,.'"' -.,.., . _,. ___ _..,,._.,,_....., ..... _~.:.....i 
'rather sne,resorted- to the sorts· of prac- 1 1 ., 1 t 
tices· noted-abbve Whicti·we, both estab: Jane· Ode 'refers to an opinion of the 1 
lished-and emergih~;rscholars, know to be jury. But to my knowledge the jury 
illegitimate and to guard against. Even a made no statement at all apart from 
comprehensive list, however, could ·not the award of damages. At no time did 
convey how systematicallJ Jarie Doe the jury, or the judge, make any claims 
worked to obscure the facts of the case in about the grading process or racism. 
order to contrive the most wild-eyed and Jane Doe presumed to read the 
biased account leading (that is: misleading) thoughts of the jury and the "court" 
to her unfounded and reprehensible con-
clusion. Jo demonstrate the-truth ·of. wf:rat I witho!Jt the honesty. of identifying those .. ·~, ..... 
have just clqimed would·reqt1ire time and . ?p.eculatiorJ~-as her.ovvn.fnvehtirnis. ·_:~.::: :::.. ____ 
~pac~.wl1ich l do.l"_!Qt now.,tiave. aod I leave Rather, she concocted"those attribu- · --, 
it J:9.lth~ j~dgme,nt .of thi!?• P@er's readers tions with the .cl~ar intent to mislead ~ 
t6 decide fqr th~m.selves wh~ther such.a the r.eader and sme'ai Professor t 
sho~kingly ~a)N~d.work ~f ~Gholarship . · Liebman. = 
~ould {pnd certainly:_ s.hpuld)-ever: pC;}ss Here are the relevant facts. · The ; 
muster With thoug~t(ul, fair-minded individ- evaluation procedure for ttie compre- -;.;: 
uals. I~ my_ Qp_iniqn, ). iep~at, )1er ,charges hensive exams is designed specifically 
cross'the liri~ from legitimate ~ditorializing to guarantee·anonymity of grading ~ram 
into the vicious ·and 'yet somehow 'simulta- · 
neously sad realm of libel. ·beginning to end. All students receive 
1 have not chosef! the recourse 0~ legal sample questi'ons prior to the exam day 
action. I preferred-somehow. to transform in' or~er _t? help_ tb~m P.f~J.>are (the& !YP.e 
J 
my-terrible 'personal experience irito .some- and numb¢r of questions has changed . 
thin§ protluctive and even positive ·rather since 1993, but the procedure remains 
than destructive of 'people's' lives, tinie and tt:10 ?ame) ., 
money. In that spirit, through the offices of On the day of the exams, stu-
the Ombudsperson Rolf Meyersohn, I have dents answer four questions during the 
met with the two principal editors of the scheduled p~riod of six hours. The 
paper and representatives of the Doctoral departmer:ital secretary, following stan-
Student Council and its Media Board. I am qa,rd procedures, composes a grid for 
pleased to note that a public retraction all questiqns. of all students, with two 
has been issued in their name. At least professors assigoed to grade each 
three of them have published or conveyed question. The assignments are distrib-
to me personally sir:icere apologies and I 
have happily accepted them. To date, only uted according to the expertise of the 
Mark Petras has been grudging in his faculty members. The grid also indi-
response. from long-discus-sions with him cates what third·teacher should grad.e 
I gather that -he believes he is defending each exam question in the event that 
First Amendment rights. l:ie has stated the first two teachers assign different 




see CONTRA I, page 11 see CONTRA II, page·11 
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We, the members of the Media Board, 
would lik~ to apologize to Professors Stuart 
Liebman, Helen Cairns, and Jonathan 
Buchsbaum for any harm that has been-
incurred due to the publication of the article 
entitled, "A Certified Racist-Professor at 
Graduate Center?" It has been brpught to, 
the attention of the Meqia Board that there 
were serious factual misstate_ments in the 
· article. In addition, there wer~ ethical mis-
judgments and .errors in procedure made in 
the process of publii:;ation. 
Also, it has b~en brought to oµr" a~entibn 
that there was great disagr~ement 
between the Advoc~te's _epitors over the 
publication of the article. ·w_e Would _like, 
therefore, ·to begin our apology oy present-
ing you with each of the editor's state-
ments, followed by that .of the Media· 
Board. In sum: we feel that mistakes were 
made in the decisions surrounding publica~ 
tion of the article, and we have implement-. 
ed procedures to make sure that this does 
not happen again . 
..,_ ~ f' ,ca 
~;=;~~-:_y ~~a~' ! 1act sorne-facttral e~ ttdn~::~ w~-~e;J~CO~:~uTc~cf~.n~~~~e~?!:Q;~~~~~~===t=,
I
ITT~s~e~~~e~~t~ex~.;~e:a·;:"r~·j;-;i-~r.f?;i:~~:~~r~!i~:=-~~-
• a A-·arltl-aYfffJigditl~tis-extre'tnely-uiirortunate - fault for this error lies not only with the edi-
Qct. 6,, 1993,, at Queens,,,Co.llege to dis-that these inaccuracies have g,een pub- toFs~ but '11so witb the Co-Ohairs, ,who had cuss his examination failure. Going by that 
lished, and In the next issue of the ari incomplete understanding of the role of ,.--------
-date..as-a;-starURg-~oint,the-Tolbertmatte -------~--Ad\!ocate..we...will..attempt.t-0 oo~eHt-tem: .u ~e:Media~.soarct,•am:f'thCJ'S.tticrfiot conV$y- is in i_ts seventh year, but to be clear about 
Tt,e next issue will also.contain a dis_cus- the·proper Procedure for·resblvingan edito~ the iegat tanguage, the court cas~ itself has 
"'Sion about the ethical questions involved in rial.df!:?pute. · ~ been. goif'!g on for ab_out four year~ and 
publishing Jane Doe's piece. ' ·· ., nine months. (It .was filed in November, 
In addition, the "Jane Doe" article, an 1 ~94) The trial itself lasted 4 days. 
Statemsnt of Mark Noonan, Managing unsigned editorial, require~ a majority vote The editorial says that at the time of 
E_ditor: of tl:le editorial staff to-be printed, officially, publication it was uncertain who would be 
The Advo;a;e w~s u~eth~~ ii, publi~_hi~g __ ~ o~t_ of the tljrfl!l Elcli'.?~- l.!7_ f~!s-.':~=- . r~~SO, -to----:--·.....,.----
. - • .: · · 3an.ana.e.:s'."~~!!iti~cfB~qst::l?J~(essor .at...:=.:.tbe-..'LQte:wcrs-tto-1.:0we to-preced_ence;- -- · Tolb~ff.Tam stllrsomeVl(hat unclear about 
:::=====;Graau~teCenter?; for permitting the 4se of the l~~H~~its>r yvqs £19~:cqnsuJj'.~i'J~fln'cl ... the-couFt~ensieJerationS"Overthis issue. 
-a -~seudonym in ~n article that-makes an · the editor-in-chief exercised his responsibili-. What I know at this po_inUs thf)t Prof. 
_ ~fe~ty 2erl9us q,J9rg~,/9r-4tili,zing.a sen,,'!~~Ve,!>~EZ,ed1torialcpag?5 by.making an!' :~-:..-~ei;>"mari:says tfier~ waS'"TIOl)roct;!~gcfing -· 
-- - -- sat1orraffieadline,. for.riot cbntpcting · .,.?~e~uti\£e pecision:The unsignE:~:e9itG!!rial· .. _ 'O~~'t~'!'f!1tTWgal<r-p13j;"'anfftnat':::.::~ .~ .... --- .. -- . --
• -·"~esso(. L.iebman to get his side oMhe- • wasii'Ot"approved bfa nicljority of the edi- Lieb_0}9!1's.att0Lue_y ... assutec:Lbi.m • .t __ b,...aLb......,.1::
1
,:,;_:,·:.:.:.:.:.:.:.-=.1'1.: 
b.,,,;.....,,..._---:---,;:,.~ ,ac<;JJs.a~~liieF--te,,pi:inting-the-arttcrte)·'ffi'Td:::_:~ar.?rntt.. ~ _,,~,:-;-· • - ----- -woulQ-fl0t..have-te·pay-an~~~t~ !!~~.U"=t:=~===.;~ii 
-----,:s,:::tff:!~1~ma1row;99.,J10 .article tbat...cested., .. : • . .,,. ~w .T ':. .···~:... .. ~;:..· -:;:;;,:. ~ with"the cas&. .;. ~-. - -·-=~ -.. -: .-:- .: -.-_;;:::_ ... 
1ts"Ni~rotITTfmm·o11 faulty:log~4Ind-r~~kl~~s-; :-:,n ~d~~~;kih, ~e-.ipologiie!io P.rofe.ssors.. . • . Tcr t'1ear tp ~ny ~ncer'tainty-~~ 'ih; - nn 
conjecture.'fhad ex.pressed these views to , Stuart Liebman, Helen Cairns, and Jonathan part of readers as to who was formerly 
both the writer and the editor-in-chief prior Buchsbaum and to the entire Graduate chair of the. Department of Communication 
to the article's publication, but was voted Center community for the publication of Arts ~nd Sciences at C?ueens Colle~e and 
down. I debated writing a disclaimer in the this article, and the grievous damage that it who is now, ~elen Cairns was ~hair from 
present issue stating my oppositioh to the' caused. Ja~uary 199~ !o May 1995. Liebman took 
piece or writing an editorial in the next office as c~a1r m January 1996._ He . 
issue. I chose the latter. I feel that the Sincerely, served until July 1,_ 1_997, at which pomt 
Advocate should apologize to all offended the department splrt mto two parts, a_nd one 
. . . . . . · part became the Department of Media parties including the adm1rnstrat1on and the The Media Board St d" L' b th b Ch · f h 
· · · · · J L D u Ies. Ie man en ecame air o t e university community and admit its reek- ennifer eigh isney, Co-Chair for Department of Media Studies. 
lessness. As I can not speak for the Communication, Doctoral Students Council As a point of clarification, the editor-
~dvocate, J can only offer personal revul- Noland J. Bradshaw, Co-Chair for Business, ial says "Prof. Liebman professed to 'cut 
s1on. Doctoral Students Council slack' for the other students' grammar, but 
Statement of Voting Members of the 
Media Board: 
Misstatements of fact: The next issue of 
. the Advocate will provide a detailed list of 
corrections of the erroneous facts that a 
Susanna M. Jones, Co-Chair for Student failed the African-American student on the 
· Affairs, Doctoral Students Council basis of bad grammar." While it is true 
Jocelyn Boryczka, Political Science that Liebman used the phrase "cut slack," 
Representative, Doctoral Students Council Tolbert and Liebman disagree over what 
Ronni M. Greenwood, Steering Committee, Liebman meant by this. Tolbert argued that 
Doctoral Students Cquncil liebma~aEkaid~he '!cut slack" for the · • ·· & -· 
see CORRECTIONS, page 10 
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To the Editor: ifig l:5ehirid, s11erit and all unaddressed, fina~cial constraints of stu€fent· life, Gf .. 
,. . ., . . ~- _ .. .. , . . . -~· ~~igiedT~'lo~r:.&;rhe~riq:!1:cloua•g.L.:. :_. ,fi(ld1og, stu~~rit_v.oluot.eer,s_!oy~s_.of 
_. , ___ ., ---· -r ~~een::ast<~cf5ysev~r]H. ,, • recrirninat:ipns and ar;igry ~ust, the eyen the smallest respons1b1hty 1s often 
· members of the-Graduate• Ceoter com~. jury's de,cLsigri ..ancf.tl;le ip:1portant ques- an excu~~ _f?r co-chairs takin~ on all 
munity to consider the anonymous tions attendant on unequal treatment. respons1b1ht1es themselves. Its a good 
Advocate editorial, "A Certified Racist I cal)not comment on the accura- and serviceable exc~se, as I well know 
Professor at Graduate Center?" and cy of Newsday or (?f the e<;Jitorial's' from having exercJsed it often enouQh, 
the Media Board's retraction of it. statements. beypnd the court record; but perhaps not always the best policy 
A retraction under pressure the necessary corrections are the then or now. 
reminds me, as a former Advocate edi- responsibility of t~e E!ditorial. staffs. ~ut Th~ .Media Board shoul~ be ,put 
........... _,,. - - ... 
...,~ --~ - ........ 1"14 .... 
tor, of the vulnerability of student press I do not see that N~yv~d9f tia's retract- back in order. Only ,one cp-cha1r should 
and, as er former DSC co-chair, of the ed the article on, whi~h the Advocate be voting on it and it should leave the Y 
vulnerqbility of the student voice gener- ~piece is based, n6r _has Newsday been Advocqte's n;iish,aps, to the Advo~ate's 
ally. I never approved of anonymous asked to do so, I im9gine. Th~ editor. Cer.tainfy, .neither Boar9 ror 
articles, but 'the good reasons for stu- Advocate has not only been .asked to _paper should cave in at ~he slightest 
dent-anonymity were obv1ous then, and retract, but, astc;mishingly and dis- hint of controversy and indig_nation. Dr. 
can only be more so now. turbingly, the Doctoral Students' C. Cairns' piquantly ~yperbohc prose 
Picking up on an individua1 case Council's Media Board has retracted on r10twithstanding. It s.h_ould be up to the 
previously reported in a mainstream . behalf of the paper! Advocate staff to ~esearch, and .correct 
newspaper, the anonymous editor[al Astonjs_hirig 1;>eca1:se the Media wt,ere necessary, 1h an atmosphere of 
raises the difficult and ongoing Board was cr~ated solely for the pur- mutual· respect among all parties, free 
American. hJstor;-ical.~h~me 9f racial pose of p~otectin·g ~he Aqvocate from from undue alarmi5.m. The Media 
inequality, placed vyithin the contex,t pf DSC medqling in ed,itorial -&(fairs. Board might then be. able. t~ devot~ 
the Grapuate Center and the adminis- itself mpre appropriat~ly to de.fending 
trative organizqtion of post gr~duate the freedo.m of that vulner~ble.student 
studies. voice, rather thao serambtmg to wash 
There cettaihly .are qiffer- , . its hands of it with craven apolq-
ences between Newsday's · " ''\ gies. 
piece and t~e Advocate's. One point in the article 
Newsday simply reports glares in my linguistic ·eye as 
that "Jury Awards worthy of closer attention. Dr. 
$50,000; Queens College, Helen Cairns - despite the 
Profs Ordered to Pay Black jury's decision, a distinguished 
Student Who Flunked Essay linguist, dedicated educator, 
While Asians' Grammar Was researcher and administrator -
'Cut Slack,'." ,the jury's apparent. . Dr. Cairns testified, according to the 
finding that Queens College profe~ author, "that ESL students have many 
sors violated Derek Talbert's civil rights. 'non-nativisms' ,in their writing, and typi-
-~,-,Aavocata~_a1,..1,t~or..-takes . .this..J'ir1ding"'}-r,- .• • -- ..,.,_ ·•l•-M.-1 .. ;_, .._. callyJ..~~~~~~o.e~.JJie.;' ~ 
as a departure point for ttie'd~e"per, &. According"'totheD~~-/ ESL stoo~At:$'llfl'lf'mtnVe t;hinese speak-
·\ess. ~tlona!, qOd mor~ useful and Co-chair for Communications has a er~, ber statement is a quite.cor:rect 
-imp0Ftant-disc1:1ssion of what such a seat on the ·1\/ledia Board. Four ears assessment of a...f&DJiliaL..Ab.eonmeooc . ....,. . - ~ 
.. decisioll-aA~ts-Givil--Ff§A~ffi~lieation ~· e~ re.a..c.n-c airs agreed.that,,.~. - ~.ut it_ mu?t not be forgotten Jhat~jnsti.:':.,:: .. , 
::..-mearr for,:~post-gr:aduate-education. That the Co-chair for Firrances afso ought to tutio,n9t a11.c;t l~gal,.definitiotts. of 1 ESL meaningful discussion rarely s~r'.aces sit in on l\i'ledia _Board nie~tjng_s a_s a (English~as a Second Language}.are 
at the _Graduate .Ce!'1ter, nor will 1t"'occur noh-vofrng participant. BL:Jt now I see entirely inadequate to a comprehensive 
now, d1stra~ted ~~ 1t has been by the that all three· co-chairs occupy fun. vat- understanding or treatment qt second 
personal arnmos1t1es the author ing seats. The DSC constitution does language and secona dialect learning. 
incurred by a pers~nal ~trategy. not explicitly exclude them from·voting Linguists generally agree tt)at the 
Controversy now will whirl around membership, ·but the, creators· of the notion of "a ranguage" is more a politi-
de~ai!s of fact~al accu!a~~·-ar.9~nd .~a_ir:: __ M~dia B.oacd cleai;ly-did r.iot~int.end that• cal than a welt-defined linguistic one". ... 
sphttmg· questions of effitorial responsi- the ~a-chain~ .all voJ:e or;J_lhe :Hoa~. Sec;ond. Q.iajeet Leai:nin~ ~~ \l\/Aere 
bility, ~ro_und one individ1:1al, t1hi<J1'6wh'j .rc:::·m'ut\i11es~ ihat"°tnEf~c;~,,_~~irs c:6n;Hhite dialects-range from the very close a·nd 
aut~o~ s ~~tent, arourid· the)Advocate, a majority of the Media Board, as they .mutually. i~telligible t.<> the-very• distant, 
an 1ns1gnif1_cant stud~~~.,~e":'sp~~~::. ~e-~---.,fL9 J1QW: lb.e.JfiltlciJ!fY.t. .,giyep tn,~ typkar unrelated and incomprehensible :::_· -.~- :~ •· -~ ~ · .. ·-
·-"~---: :~---·-- :-- - ·.--:- . ..,. __ ., - might ·be .~a- .more,.coheren,· nbt1on. ~..:.--:.-<;-:.:.-- ~::. · -:...~ .- - • -- ~~:~~-=r~±= 
·- ~~-'.."""~~·~:":.~-•~7 • __ ~-- _ ..__ --~ _.,.·-~-;. _ .. _ -:-·: :f~•: •:-~-_-: ~~:"::_:·= ::~_. _ a,VaCUl:J~; ,SOn]e~1r;ne? m~re QaJ\l§._Jltl:. "=~-_:_._ -~ _ 
_ _ - - - - u - • -·- -.~ • - • • . 1W' --TT• ---· _ .... --. guistic ignorar:Ice.caA-0e.:m1sta-1<-en-for~ . 
---+-,,..,y~,...a=~.--. · ~ras_;~~9-.!'J1ark ·-NI>~}' . __ ~"~Jailed to:·pr.ove that his Tace played~.an.yH: . vJr!Jl~l}t ff'l~tsm •;..Native s~eak«:rs._ o'r:..non-: - ~ - - ___ ---~-~ 
-- - - - · .,.. · · · • · "' rote whatsoever ·1rf iri.Ou~n·c;n·g .ttie'. man~ ::5t~nda~~ _dia}~~~s 9f ~n~hst} will. ~b.ovy .... _ .....: . .....:.· _ .. :· :..--= :..=.. .~-. -: · _OJJ . .) a ru1g ry . .:7 ... 2 ooo~ ..Ur.iitee .- . -- -·-ner in w~nts.-u-eated Tif m-1r::·· . : ao.~:1J.at1v!sms~ · in 1:h~r p<;agt:rlJ{1C-V!lr1r:.,.. • _ _ _ _ . ___ -
___ ,..._"',~tes-1:)istrict"j(Jdge= Berna ref A~--- . The-judge -adds that the plaintiff's entire mg j~St a_s native _speakers of no~-
Fnedman handed down a judgment case against Professor Liebman is En~hsh dialects will._ But the _non-Im-
overturning the jury's decision to b d th .. t I k'' t . d h gu1st, unaware of dialectal differences, . . . ase on e cu sac quo e an t at assumes that native speakers of what-assess $50,000 in punitive damages "no reasonable jury could find based on t f E r h h d 
against Queens College, Professor the 'cut slack' comment that, Professor ever sorf oth ~g is avet~o lg_od? 
St L' b d p ' excuse or eir gramma 1ca 1 10syn-
u~rt 1~ m~n an rofessor Helen Liebman di~crimin~ted -~gainst_ pl~i~tiff crasies. This absence of linguistic 
sn:11th Cairns in the Dere_k Tolbert l~w- based on his race in failing plaintiffs understanding continues to reinforce 
suit. Mr. Tolbert, _an Af~1can:Amenca~ es~ay answers, or that he gave prefer- racial stereotypes throughout our edu-
male, had alleged that his failure on his ent1al treatment to students of other cational system from preschool to 
comprehensive exam in _Me~ia_ St~dies . races." post-doctorate.' 
was the result of race d1scnmmat1on. The judgment reads: "The court I don't know what native dialect 
The judge .~uled t~at the defendants in has granted defendants' mbtion for Derek Tolbert speaks. I wonder if any-
the case did not 1n any way grade judgment as a matter of law. Accord-- one ever bothered to ·ask him. 
and/or treat Mr. Tolbert unfairly. Judge ingly, IT IS- ORDERED AND ADJUDGED 
Friedman writes: ':Viewing the evidence that judgment be and is ·hereby granted 
in the light most.favorable tq·plaintiff, for defendants and against plaintiff. 
and giving him :the benefit of all reason- · ~osts to ·be permitted in-accordance 
,able inferences;:itr is clear that plaintiff · ·with law."'· • ·: 
Rob Hollander,· Alumnus 
Formerly: . ·. ·: ~ · ..... 
Editor-in-Chief, Advocate,,:? .. , 
. DSC Co-Chait for ,Commanications, · ,· 
DSC Co-Chair for Finances. ·. · 
- ~-- ",'r ,/j ""'"~ \ -•• -.,..~•~ ,,,,.,.,...,~_:, .. .;-, ... , 
. /. 
·-_ii:!~ 
. ' I 
.~,.-5!;,rl£=-·~ '~- "•~~~~~~~;!!/1<~!:?'1 ;tF nliiii]!~'\f~:ar;iizB-:;J~Q. WS;"CJW~L~~"! ~~ 
- ----= .:,;_ 
0
-.-:-~~:..:...--=- ~·-·_-_: _...,,.... -: r~~-A-ovbcAf'E--- -~ ... a:·::-_ I,' · ·~· • ... -:-_-T_-. -..::.1-•~n~r-~@@t,T•,;;;-= ~ -
· .. -~~-...,,..Toth-e·'•ea'ftor!'-,-. ........ ~_,. . .,_,;' .. -~----- ~,:-'. ·~,rs - "'·. IT~fra·rdi-'s' arraiys1§~ of'♦the' :~ · ".err·.tHe·:tabte ~wt:ren~n&ltS01'·~A~p-ost~ 
mayor's "political maneuvering" .is modernism" - by which flacid mid-
I hes.t~'"'ted to respond to strictly local. Giuliani's a .. na??l:_l~I . '80s· term I ·guess he thinks the• 
ea · - - ···- • -wo·rk~in· "S'ens-at1or'l'' 1s-we11:--·--Dave Gerardi's gross excretion on GOP star, and a bright one. In 
the Brooklyn Museum's recent addition to the "stealth" racism of described - means that art is 
exhibition of British art, "Bad Art, attacking an image of the mother exhausted of originality and any-
Worse Politics." But confronting of God depicted as an African, thing goes. This is a patently 
aggressive ignorance can be part Giuliani made a valiant sortie in philistine argument; at the least it 
of the job of being a grad_ student this country's ongoing culture wars. If is retardataire. 
at CUNY. And besides, it was The editors' choice of pull-
embarrassing. quote i's Gera,rdi's kiss-off: 
Gerartli is clearly unsympa- "Contemporary art is a_ mess of 
thetic to contemporar~1 art, y.et -statu.s-whores, talentle?st,neo; 
he chuoses to review. an - e~ ""'5:ii~i~f1:i·'{l1a_nn,abe)ptelleetuT ._.;.'.c= 
exhfbition· of some of the als." But our reviewer has the 
most recent and courage to call their bluff-. If 
advanced. Why? Is- it Gei'"ardi 'polishes hi? style, he 
merely a quaint mod-- can write for New Criterion. 
ernist, notion t0 beUeve- There's a shortage on 
that it is a-n intellectu- the right of cultural writers 
al's job to support Who can every·pretend' to khow 
advanced expressi@n and· ·· ~~at. _t}:1~ir~ ,s
1
ayinS;J-· .. ~yt he'll 
.. ~q..u__e_sJ:i_n_.g..~J"(~A!~~..J.o.tf3~1i- a\le~te~~up~ on· ti1s :~-~---?~l:!~a·, . -
-g-errrtei;-~ -;~r-i:; 0;-.~;traordinary I;lazer;, ~ancf_.:'f~lu"2~ to propeM.r - --
"d · f ·t L ~fend traditiond4 ~rtistic..,sta_J:1.-....~~ and rapt concentration o capi a ;."":: ~ -~ ·=-~. ~-~.: 7' :..: ¢ _ 
resources around informat1on ;:it:id· _ _ ctards. The.n brush up on his 
cultural production, a rampant he loses tlie senate arid. Bus~ wins. Matthew Arnold'...... *" 
tommo·ditrz~t'lon~"tti1a1:1:..i~rea':ct,mg-~ il.ol'ficB, it may be good enough' ... to· ~~--:: '= Si~ :c;:aJ~ -Racl"let,. · 
'iii ii. 
deep into academia, the intellectu- make this pro-choice conservative Whiteread's quietly impressive and 
al responsibility to honor indepen- palatable to the nation's right-wing objectively pretty work (I think it's 
dent non-commercial creativity power-brokers. Giuliani couldn't be beautiful) "clever" is cheap. To call 
might be perhaps more sharply a worse attorney general than Tracy Emin a "raging narcissist" 
felt. John Mitchell, now, could he? and imply that she's a "status-
Gerardi doesn't feel like it. Gerardi's recent art history it whore" is to fling sexist gibes at 
Reviewing contemporary art f9r seems is based on the- "massive - performance-based-wo,:--k that took, _ 
l:lim is r:ng_re an Q.~ca?ion to djsplq.Y~-.wor-k.2 -of .cri-ti.c-Rebert-....WolU3.i=t€~---~~-t per:-soR-al-ris-1<,s;.:-"-G'~~~. 
coarse~ and brutal opinions·. Maybe -· ·· · echoes many British male reac-
h e's a postmodern intellectual who tions to Emin's work: grosser 
has joined the culture wars by reactions of that type com-
slaking his sword on some prise the subject for 
artist-flesh. Saral:l- Lucas' .wor-k in 
- - ... Still-, Ji"e. kick"s off his "Se·nsa't~on _,,··1f you· . .,, .,.,. ~ 
c-am·p~aign -oi:l· two left I 
\ wanna be a gunse 
feet, describing a , for the trad-val 
Damien Hirst piece as 
an "amateurish vivisec- gang, Dave, you 
tion.'' Really, don't you can't rough up the 
think the cow was dead ladies. 
when Hirst cut it?, and To consider this 
if you can find an ama- cheap writing at 
teur to build steel and length is depressing, 
glass tanks like Hirst's, you especially when there 
=-----.=.;can s_t_aLt~9JJ r ...,..OJO/.O ..M.ado..ela op...;._... ""'·· :..........co....P...~1CL01a0¥-IJlOc.e...iotei:-~---------
The reviewer dismisses Chris esting issues around this 
0 fi Ii' s rTl et i culq u ~ I y c 9 ri s tru ct ed , . _ . . . . • .:. , &x h il3 it-ion. ~tl;0t0;-ttehee,=f~"Ei m -
dense1y patterned·'wbrk as "bland . + ~ """'"'*' . ~ -- ~ .. - .... _,,. t"' - ple,,,.:.(s~tfie qy_fi~Ion'•Rra:.a:;;~1icru.o~·"--·-· ---
an~ .. c.?nffi~~d -~·- fa'i!li ·:J~[ef~,~Ye.~ JaJ~ ~-=~:(f hi~ -corp.p.r~t~~m·ega~m~pi&: ,pro.~~ ,=a9.~-=1l-Y ~~!~~:~a.cbt.er~!~t!9~JlU1"':!""' 
him before-.:his work; since he duction was roasted at lasf iear;s - Charles Saatchi, the man whose 
cites Ofili's spoken descriptions of College Art Association for ripping ads helped put Thatcher in office.) 
his work from the exhibition's off dozens of scholars; there are "Sensation" was a historically 
acoustic• gui~e. Th~se words. no notes and no bibliography.) Our important show which occasioned 
apparen~l_y "drsappornt G~r~rdr, Advocate reviewer draws on,. strong reactions in its European 
srnce Ofrlt al,! 0.w~ the crrt1c._. .two Hughes' ~nalysis of 1980s art venues. New Yorkers are lucky the 
much leeway rn rnterpretat1on. market manipulation, a "big busi- Brooklyn Museum risked so much 
Hunh? . . ., ness" which had the ultimate dis- to bring it here. (Just what they 
Those who object to Ofrlr s astrous consequence, Gerardi tells risked remains to be seen· Giuliani 
Virgin Mary, we are told, are us, of glorifying poor draftsmen. is not finished.) I believe i~teHectu-
objecting to form, not content. Is If Gerardi believes this als owe advanced art their 
the image of an African woman as .regressive cant, and desires to respectful attention. (Just because 
the Virgin Mary a matter of form? hold contemporary art to the time- it doesn't take hours to read it 
Perhaps it should be. But I don't honored standards of Renaissance doesn't mean it's not well thought 
believe so many black elected offi. craftsmanship - "yo!, drop that out.) They certainly owe their cul-
cials would have joined the group plastic and get back to oits and tural institutions unqualified, even 
speaking against Giuliani at the bronze!" - he should stick to "clever," support when they are 
demonstration in front of the shows at the Frick. (Be sure to assaulted by the local Singapore-
Brooklyn Museum if the mayor's check your politics at the door, style thugs. · 
choice of a target had not been a Dave, unless you're coming from 
pretty clear covert appeal to white the Metropolitan Club.) Alan Moore 
racists. Our reviewer lays his cards ABO, Art History; CUNY-GSUC 
Jar"ludty, 2000 
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visit the fax machine five or six times. One 
hour gone down the drain. These problems 
must be immediately tackled and solved. 
Someone has to stand up and take charge. 
But what has become conspicuous since 
the move is an absence of visionary and 
proactive- leadership. It is clear that students 
are not a priority, nor is creation of a 
research-friendly environment. The purchase 
of scores of celeron computers is not a 
solution, although the idea of buying lots of 
new computers is good. . 
The creation of an omsbudsperson posi-
tion is not the solution to the problems. It 
merely gives the- illusion that there is some-
one who cares about the inconveniences we 
are experiencing and that this person will 
work to solve these problems. But it is 
doubtful that the omsbuds officer can do 
anything about the problems that I am 
describing. We need strong, forward~ooking 
leadership that is willing to work with stu-
dents and faculty to make the Gme:luate 
School a top-flight institution insteaq .of a 
high-priced joke. 
- - -- -
I ne ALJ'\11;:!1<..::,,-..1 c:• • 
when you leave, and make.suF.e to-'tea.tre:alr . ·-By-Michelle Ronda 
your work there until the next day. And You've seen th(lt message, haven't 
speaking of punching the cl~ck, the l~test you? If you've journeyed to the new 
rumor is that all college assistants will be GSUC and logged onto the network, you 
required to punch in at the front of the build- have. Ever wonder why it takes so long? 
ing. Imagine that. The CUNY Graduate Why the system is so obviously slow that 
School Factory. the Information Resources folks were so 
Those members of the Graduate School inspired to tell you to be patient? My 
communi;, who are not regular users of the sources tell me that each time you log 
building tend not to notice the problems. For on, the server checks every single file on 
many of them everything is great. But for your hard drive. But this could b~ misin-
those of us who spend long hours in the formation _ the people at Information 
building on a regular basis, well, long days Resources don't tell you why to be 
seem far too long. We are tired and angry. patient_ this is the explanation floating 
We do what we do because we are com- around the GSUC. Even the MTA has fig-
mitted to work that is satisfying, although ured out that riders feel better knowing. 
low paying. To trec;1t us as we are being why they are stuck in th~ tunnel when 
treated adds insult to injury. being asked for their patience. . 
Yet, we can make the G-$UCK better. 1 have come to believe that we are 
First, the administr~tion should come clean. more patient than we should be. On 
We need-a town meeting. bur adn:,inistra- Thursday, December 23, I was sitting at 
tive mandarins must become responsive to home ready to check my GSUC e-mail 
~e needs.of students, staff and facl:Jlt.y. I, account, as I have done daily since the 
for one, want .to, leave this pface better than system stabil~zed itself enough_ for me t~ 
I found.it. But·we need leadership and be lulled into a sense of secunty to use 1t 
-vision. We lack that now. We need ative- regularly. As I tried to check my mail, I 
year plan or ten-year plan- that puts stu- got a message that my password_ had 
den\5, staff and faculty at the center pf expired. Thinking this must be a Joke, to 
The Minutia of a Breakdown everything, have this happen the night before a four-
The first time I was out of the office for we ·havelo end,the old, d!3trimental day holiday weekend for- the folks at 
several days I found that our new voice-mail habits. You know what a Giuliani or Badillo Information Resources, I persisted. The 
system is designed to delete messages that would say. Only at CUNY can what should. message of my expirei password per-
are not picked up witliin ten days. Even be great progress forward turn into a great sisted. In the "good oid days" of the for-
saved messages will be automatically delet- move backward: mer GSUC, one received a message of 
ed. Who in the hell asked me· if I wanted warning when e-mail password expiration 
these messages deleted? Doesn't S-A-V-E _______________ time drew near. In addition, one could 
mean keep?"lf I' docide-tcr·save a message I ~· change that password from remote \oca-
have reason and I don't need. Di!?information Call A , ■ tiogs .... .Appar:.enUy,...this..,js n0s~0nger ·the _ .... 
Services to declde what-{ will tiearand what -· . ~ · 10 .... -. MIAN case at the ·new, suffocatingly-techno/ogi-
mess,ages ar:ejmporl.ar::i:·- l,UUJ:1· -~~dlY.:.C~Ol@Ji~d-.§~UC_(as ·an. asid~~ 't!)JS- - - ~ a,,_ 
,... . 
-on-SatCJrct9y;-Octqbe,24th, I went to - · - : ~ - ·~ :: .- " - - · ~ · ~-- centralization·frenzy seems to extend to 
the'Graduate Scrtoo1 to organize sor r ,e ~- -~--~~ rasrr;- ,as-welt-;-as-·there-seems40-ee4w~------t-' -
things:that..Aeedect,to.be addressedJor the t· d :i t· waste ·basket,s for every flqor and those- , . . - con mue -1rom, page ,, J d . h .... ;'$ 1 ct· - ,,, ) o1s .. - ~ UU~C~IJ:l'l~ ~e~~i t~rriv~ at jtJst before six _ -"' _ •.. .. _ . m -- ·- .,.. __.-..·-----.-.a- locate 1n t e rest rooms, .. uUl 1gr~S::> · __ ~ _. _ T 
~ -~~ · 'O'clo~ expeaffi§!fO"WOriAorCfW&ho8r§!:@fe- - or ·n-~uste"'e~r ·m~etings0 ·and .. ~against . . r:rcwledge:aboat:pass;;::::======:!= 
viously we were allowed to stay in the new Herman Badillo. By ·cooroinating such w__ord exp1rat1on on my _own. 
building until 8 o'clock on weekends). I knew efforts, GC ancl CUN'( 'students could I called Information Resources 
exactly what I needed to do and how long it rall Jar e numbers~ .of students to . early on Tuesday, December .2~. I was 
would take I was told that the building was · { t g • d d. rse issues told that ths problem had nothing to do 
closed Mi~ now I'd spent about 45 min- p~~ es . v_anous an ive , .. k · .. with my passwora. The pr:oblem was 
.. •.. . , - . . . . , , • . lrnt1ally, -t~1s st~de~:. ~roup m~y ~ee _ a. that the- "exs;t,ang?,..~~~V~J~~2f~s qdwrt 
----G~~{~~~~~~~~d1p0f-i~~~;-• .• -=~nM:t:~~-M-fr:o~.~ El.eetoi:~b:£tac~~mt: -~ - ·- ~-:-~necl<eTiraiFf'~an~etn,.;.:·:::::-======~ 
:-··"":.":... __ •·••:..r, , ..•.•.• , ,, 
1 
••. ~ • l.+-+:h" .+i.-.....:.. .Counqt_ apd .:~!!}-~utr:each ... tu .. o!b.er. lai:ifu-"-~G.:tats.::~a,s-.c:age:;1::tas:.aoteiaf!M-~============:;::::= 
• i1eart1 ottRF.rFreW:JJO 1G1, ·, •• as1:ol:t' t at u ,c: • • · • • ·tb r-u11.1v- =-= · • · · · · · - -~· ~ - •y -- • • ~~ 
-. M, ~ ~ - · · '. · • fi grqups OJJ~ · e ~ -~"'-t~ITlP1JSes. do-with·.mv:rlassword?..S:~e>~:And-;eaa~ I· 
• .dect;:,10JJ ,cam_e.'.'fr'°rn aboYe, .straight rom ~ _....., ._ .... ....,._....... .,.. . .., -., . .,, --~-.. ....,. -~ .. , .. ... ;c. . • _ .. •• .~ ~ 
- th·e•io<g; offic-e o(\Aee4=>resideAt Bfuce . -·- ;-_:.;_ ;. ... ,. ""':" ~: . . , .... ~~ - . . ct.lang~.~QY....P8SSWoYH,.I;g,9?R,tgw...,yv.u~q jL ·:· - - ~-- ·- -
•- ..•• • :•.'-.1 ... • ...... • , .. ,, ... , • --,. •• . Step T-flr-e~:-Conceptuahzat1on~i., .. .,..._,. ·does"~xp'ire?"'"Yes, yoa-should·be·able·~---:------
Cohan. I asked why I hadn't heard of this After c;,ommunicating and coordinating . ,, . k . Lh• . 
. ··-·- :-ve~rJTP"9r:tmlt decisinn:twas1:0tct-no- -- r.:-:--:-1;' -. f •• •. •- - • " : '·: -tGi;--:l-t~u8_k~§9p-•Be~.Q~ E:R!l~a i:,Q'~.n~tl!~!:!:.~::..;:-_:=::.__ 
H • memo had.been circ~latect. ·1•\{Vg~ tp~ to.. GC an_€! £~b.lY-·stu~~nt&- d{rfaft if~-~- : ph~a~~-f~◄encN~sidEf1he GSU_C:. She; - . . "i~ 
t ·, , ~. ,nr1.,,. d · · r1· 1~1- ft York 9ty ~tatem~r;i.t J~a,t .@ ers a~ v1s1oi:1. ·logged on with my username, and .,_ __ _,,:.r,:;;~;:;:;:;Ui:.ir~. ~O!:l:.~Y. ... filLUQ,.<:,QD)g.~~ter.:.. ~~ ...... --for-the-futtire-ar'lcf..'..places""'its"'-'Speeifi -changecf'•m11JclssWorct:-'1vtA6ieffcoalct-=--~--......... -
Without throwing a tantrum beca□se I could . . h. h b d i·t· 1 • 1 Th. see that the security guards were just as actions Wit _in t e . roa er po I 1ca con- suddenly ch_eck my e-mail remoter . IS 
befuddled-as.J was. 1 returned at four in the text. · The issues confronting us are sort of cutt1ng-ect9e tech support inspires 
afternoon on Sunday. This time security told sh~red by ~any stu~ents around the all sorts of trust r~ graduate students._ I 
.. - ~e the .buildingwascomptetely .closed:--.,. ..,...,,.~at~qq,..,.9m~1d~~sw9.J§xam~le~~ .... ~s ... c9r :. , .know .theJnforr.nat10~ ~esourc;:~s ~~taff"{1s~~"'~-
. wtiat r t plannin :and ·fdr~i ht ha\/e i .,,: ~o~ate cuftu~~ mfiltr.,at~s. H1g~~-~ · ~docw-, \small and ~ver-workecl; f-!owey_~r,,_ that 1.s , ~ 1
1 gone into.'ffi:r,ew,Grad~te ~cl:lo<:land :·i'=' ··\ ~,ort'. ·profita~t.ltt~·-us~ally :?ytwe~Q_hs r7~rn~ \ ~o ex~use:~or:th~;sp~~ad ~f ,m1s!nf~~111a: ·u · · c·... ~ w ct lly•·I ·n , , x 1..-~mg m-.deets1on:maktng p,rocesse;:;. ~nd, tton via the netp lme. rha,tnformat1~h 
nodtve~~ eDn\.er. ··;t.e ?re-a_'~ dos~)~ ... ; ~. '.universities;explolt adjunct:~abqr:-•and use- Resq\,Jrces,weJ)' pc"tge·rnigh~- be.testiniohy· I t 
pr u ...... ~•--1·, peso, x50~eofle 111 a mtul~u a · -- " f II · · ·· · ~ ·t· · · ~A •to how st..,etchPd ~he staff- 1s· ·the last <" ti wh th · utoc ti · ·tater r ,adJun.cts to rep,ace. u -time pus, ions , . ,, . .... ,. . . . 
d
o~. ~r . E:fl;!Ver d,.,,e~e ade _tara d c:h~~I ~ ".New ·vor{"~jt,)f' St~ternent~'.1.coulii s~m- ·news update ·wa$dated .3/10/1:999: . 
thec1~9~ 8:~f;;~- ~'.~ .· ~ . . n ':'JO ·obene marize· th~ sedous prop1Jm--s tflat "Con:. : 'To,p~Jalr,· ~~mail access has been 
. bel per -~ \JH~~EVr~c ,gar(':.':to - I ·front h'igber eduGation· . ar)d· 'nms1:· irnpdr"." . improving since th~ .n;iove, but pth!3r ,., - ,· 
aF. e ~ ~d' ~· . ,. ;,~qu ~ u l~i~rge.. ,tantly,, ,it . could 'T€C~Jl'.ID1~r1d ~.e•cifit_ :t'.oµbles persist. Wa~t to print?. Well,. 
acu ... 1 an stu\-letiµ;wo1'}'ng,of'\prgettts ,.. ~ 1 ,., , • r, . · · • · ..... you can ·as.long·as,the network 1s UR, 
and their own-.research oeedilexibi'm, to► ·stra. egJ~S ,tp, pr:_1qg .;abo,ut. ~1grof1cant . ·nc1· , ·• I t.h. Id .G, ~u·c ·i: th ,. t 
• , ' • "': • •• ' " ·;, • • • J'-.. 1• dh · - · , . · . ~ a running... n - e o . ;, , 11. e ,n~ -, 
wCJt!<_l:1te,.-?n~~~en<lls;,W!lenev~r::~Y-Jeel.1 -a119,e. ~. . .. "' .. ~', '", ., ,, ;t :-.workw~nt_-dowt\(vyhich-6,fteo .. ~as__' .t,. 
crea®rfor ~e,r,~.c~~-ytes. allow. Btlt.i~OW· , . • : . '- ,. ~ ) • • • . .., :_.accompanied by a ne~\A{ork-vv1ae~ warning, 
5?J;'1~ p.~esc1er;it~ct~!~'~tr:a.~or t\t.:lsidecid~-- _ . By_ t~~\n,~ t~e~e)hr.ee tSt ~p.s,, atJtf '· ,}50 _as to give _yo~)tim~ to ~ave tl)eJile on; 
1 
ttiat !l t$Jle~~r,,to ll~iU..1~ ~ttie -~~, Qther~, 1 we .. cJ3Jb·fP~.~!112~~ ~t4~ea~s and. yvh1ch' you were ""'.qrk1ng), you "'{ere abte 
1
, 
Graduate School anc;t JJrw~rsity J;3utlg1ng. :; ··· :c.00rd1pat~ ~ .s~~ioµs, ,,_pphtt~pl_ iacttPr.t. la ~ 10 print Jf you worked, in an office tJ,at ,. _ 
Maybe ~eep down ~ey really want thts a,ddress .. ~sq~\~m.:_~, !wr~., J~ !J.:l~. C.~N_Y _ had ptint~rs. tn:t0e new GSU~. on9e 
place to· be like a factqry. You know:-,VQUJ t~•......., 'JS)'Stert;i,, .. ~ng_:~ig~r[,-r~.~c_aWJJJ; ~ L~t• ):bis, ·the network goes down, all-:printing~ 
punch the clock as you go in and again· b'e an 1rnt1al CALL IC ACTION. ~- . __ _ __ . 
1 _ _ • •• see~Basta Ya, page· 9 
\'I' ..-.,,,ai_-i,.-.llljo ,Ji .. ,;;;; '"ii -: 
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Housing-in New York Ci~y_ V\(ithout West-Hall:---··· ·--~ 
Tlps for Finding and Keeping an AjjiiftinefifWitli6utl1e1fii1g.(Tooj1liPf1eitOff ---=-: 
By Kim Spanjol inevitable happened, and I came! home to In order to avoid thousand dollar bro-
find an eviction notice posted on my door kerage fees, I rented/subletted an apart-
With th~ tremendously high occupan- last November. I was suddenly faced with ment in midtown Manhattan. I paid my rent 
cy rate in New York City and skyrocketing needing to find a new place to live in the every month to the tenant I was subletting. . 
4
::.:: 
rents, it is a wonder how anyone manages middle of a busy semester. from .. I made .the ~checks out ancfhe· · 
to live in Manhattan anymore - particularly a Too spoiled after having experi- promptly cashed them. (He told me tie·. -- -
poor struggling graduate student like myself. enced the convenience of living in wanted to "sublet" because he didn't want 
Even most Graduate-Center students who Manhattan to venture v~ry far, I was to give up the apartment because it had 
were previously able to get housing through determined to find an apartment in the been in his family for so long.) About ten 
CUNY will no longer have that opportunity. same area., TtJe challenge was to find months-la\er, I start.ed getting.notices from 
The contract for West Hall on 44th Street. something reasonably priced, ~md I. want- the Realtors saying that I had not paid rent. 
which housed about 180 graduate students, ed to avoid paying broker fees. Here are The eviction process had begun. Well, of 
was not renewed. In its place, CUNY has some of the useful things that I found out course .1 was completely shocked. It turns 
reserved 1 O three-bedroom apartments at and tried in my quest for an affordable out that the guy was keeping the rent 
South Hall on 18th Street. As reported in a apartment while dealing with an eviction: money for himself (for almost 1 year!) and 
previous issue of The Advocate, itie tliirty 1. Stalk supers and tenants in the was not paying a penny to the landlord!! I 
students occupying that space don't have area where you want to live. I stopped didn't try to fight it. I just used the few 
such a great deal - the rooms in South Hall supers while they were taking out the months that I had left to find a new apart-
cost $715 per month ($105 more a month garbage. I fOL,!nd out about many apart- ment. Lesson learned: In Manhattan, it 
than rooms at West Hall were) and are only ments this way, including the one I eventu- takes almost a year to be evicted, so if you 
about 1 O by 1 O feet or less. So, with the ally moved into. I avoided paying broker's don't want to go to the trouble of going to 
Manhattan rental situation as it is and the fees, although it is a good idea to give the court and fighting it out, there should be 
severe lack of student housing available from super something. Instead of cash, I gave plenty of time to find another place. 
The Graduate Center, more CUNY Ph.D. my .super an old futon I was getting rid of Take ~hat time to learn what yo1:1r 
candidates are moving into the outer bar~ anyway, and we were both happy. rights are. A great website to start with is 
oughs. As more people on the whole are 2. Tenants in New York City have Tenant Net (http:/ /tenant.net). Tenant Net 
doing the same, it has become difficult to extensive rights - something landlords DO is an invaluable resource for tenants and 
find good apartment deals outside of NOT want you to be aware of. My former prospective tenants, covering many areas of 
Manhattan as well. Lack of adequate stu- landlord harassed and threatened me life as a renter 1n New York City. The site is 
dent housing is an important issue that with phone calls and visits from him, his especially strong on up-to-date public policy 
must be addressed and dealt with. Until it is, lawyers, and my old super. Do not be information of concern to tenants. For 
I'd like to share my exp8riences and offer intimidated! According to the New York those who still think tenant.laws were no 
some information that has been helpful to City Commission on Human Rights, about more than a reaction to post-WWII over-
me in my search for shelter. 300,000 New York City tenants are crowding should read Jacob Riis' "How ,he 
I w~s lucky enough to move into a_ rea- served with eviction papers each- year Qther Half Lives" 1 890 expose on NY.C liv-
sonably pnced one bedroom apartr_nent in (approxim,ate.!Y,. 4%· of the citYs:,eoJ:>ulatidh) in_g c9.ndition~ as well as Abqie,. f-fgf[rrw&_, 
the Hell's Kit_chen_ area.,ab~ut four·years-ago-·-and "only abouCi"s7oob are'"evicte°?,' '*'' '•--·cIa~sic-"Steal This Book" (so our yuppy 
when a dancer friend of mine, who had been Even in cases where tenants are friends paying "market rents" can remem-
residin~ there for a long _time, signed a con- evicted, it can take a long time for the ber their roots when they were yippies.) 
tract with a South ~menca~ Ballet C?mpany eviction to occur. Another CUNY doctoral 3. If you do end up in court and can't 
and mo_ved to Santiago, Chile_. I_ happily student, Nickie Phillips, confirms this with afford a lawyer, or want to take your land-
mov~d. !n, ~\though I k~ew ev1ct1on was a her eviction story (seems like every New lord to court. free legal consultation is avail-
poss1b1hty since I wasnt on the lease. The Yorker has one ... ). She writes: able in the Housing Court Building. Come 
- - - - T · • • - . . T T•- . . . T - TT-•·~ T . _ .. . . ~ T _ . . . T . _____ T ____ PS~PsirTefi. with all~cuments supporting 
F I. n a n C ,■ a I A ,■ d F ,■ a SC O ~~~~~~~e~~t.utilize these servic---es ....... :-rn~e·-pr-e---4. If you know or suspect that you 
· T · - TT • - • • - • • - - • ~ • • • • •· • - • • live.in. a-rent..stabilized.building,,_your.Jandlor_d __ 
. . , . .::t Jit' .r""·· ~ -:-- . . . . _ _ dm·only~_i:ai$e-yqµr_~flt;-1J:!'Y~bqv_e w_hat 
Name w,t~~ld at w~1ters.re9~es!. . missed the deadline for submitting all Cf the tenant before youpaid.-··1t i§'VERV 
.. .- .. ~ ... , . . __ , . . . . •T . mY'ft>~ms--t,y- one day, so-the·date that I ·· cott'rmmrfor larn:ilorcts~to11ike""Up--the"Ter,•t.-t"'---•--
Dunng-tf1e-f1rst-week of el-asses at· H_!' would-t=eGelve?"my'Check would ba '.!:!. .... u•. -f)V~r al-"ld abGve~~l!icer.ai:id=e,an,,:get-=:away, • 
The ~raduate Center, I thought ab?ut pur- delayed for over a m?nth! Why not tell with it if you wait too long to do something 
chas1~g a hard hat. Who thought It was a us when those deadline dates are? about it. If you suspect that you are being 
•· goo~ idea to let studen~ roam around,. Not that it would.matter - I ~c_ouJ.d.o't...9.eJ Q\leccb.arg~. go to DHRC (Division of 
loo~ing fo'. classro~m_s tha~ c;1re impossible an _appointment with a financial aid Housing and Community Renewal) to obtain 
t? fin~, with the building still a construe-· counselor until the deadline date had certified copies of al)nual apartment regis-
t1on site? The second week of classes I passed, so it would have been mor::e tration ·(a printout of the rent paid by prior 
went to the library to get some. reading annoying to.know that I was missing it tenants from 1984 to the present). The 
done, but tha.t was impossible due to a in advance. address of the DHCR office is down,town at 
fire alarm going off every 30 seconds. I lt;s,har-d enough to keep up witn ·25 Beaver .Street. There is no ~c6arge {£>r 
understand that in the long run, the the pr-essure of. school without worrying this service. ':;'Remember to bring a copy of . •.-: 
GSUC's mpve into the former B. Altman about finances. It is especially stressful your lease ·and a photo i.d .. If you are being 
building \YiU .be:go.o.d fq( everyotle., so to h9ye _to wait weir into the semester overcharged, _you may--fite _a DHCR Rent _.,__ 
these things I can forgive. What I find for a ~check after at:1 entke·sur.nrifer of Overcharge-Complairitformi.·althm:1§h 1t~•s~-== 
truly appalling is the financial aid situation. limited-or no funds. I was forced to pay often ~ore efficient ro sp~qk ~ith you_r la,nd-
AII I can say is that I'm grateful that past my Septemb~r rent and bills over. two l~rd directly and work something _out If po~-
experience has already taught me not to r:nonths late. Any complaints made sIble. For excell~nt, free le~al ~dv1~e .on this 
depend .on- Grad School fellowship and. directly to Financial Aid of course fell on and other ho~s1ng matters,_-s~p oy t~e • 
loan· checks : other.wise I would really be deaf ears. -I·· was treated iike -an i,nf ant -~ .. · _office_ofJ:tous199,:.C9nsTe8la~Lon~G9.Qt:dmFatocs= 
in trowble right now. and, told that I_ was completely to blame at 777 Tenttr.Avent1e.(bJtt)tJee1'l·-5-211a-,a~d _ 
The Financial' ~id Office decides.that for the whoJe situation because I didn't 53\d Stree~), (212)_54·1,-~996. Even _if tt;tey 
they will now pay out fellowship checks-in· get.my ~or..m~_ i_n earlier. All I'm asking is ca~t help d1re~y (!h1s_,depends_ on.whic_h 
·one lump sum . and that they wilt be that thetr;·pohc1e,s- be clearly stateq ·and n~1ghborhaod_yqu ~~v~ 1n) tr~y ca~"cert~rnly 
mailed to our:homes automatically- rather ,,circulgtecr so.that 1 can respond to dire~~ you.to thef1gh~ plac~. f9r rttore ~tJf(2!"-. 
. - ' - t-hem ''m t·,,..ed of! fincfing·ou• abou· t,. mation from-OHJ~C,d1rect1v call~the,Rent·.- •. ,, . , .th_ar:t,-h~ve-.us:.p1ek· U:rem up: T-hat's ,alrweU ·0 r'' w· -~ " , , 1:-, 11 .: - - • , j i· r _,,. - ,. i - · · ,_., .. .,...__. ' · · · · ., ·, . 
7:. •~ .- . and:~eQd;,-but,. wher'rWere-"lheY f5tprfriirtg .to '. '~P?,rta_ot ;(fat.es -~n~ ~:.-O~Qc.ot·· a~er · ~t,e..,.-,, ,}1 ~ '-~~"~~- ~f <:8:( 4;~ ~•,~1.P.9 ',-({• ,"" !'' 1;. ~. ~,; ~~~: •>•:·•(~ ~-..:_ 
., tel~ .l!S,trat?. t was- expec~ing '. trlohttl~';,:.,,_ '• ., .. t :1~0!:,: fll?d:;~h:,rt -~ein_g P~J'\~~lile~-:fo~ .not'. ~- ' ·. ~&.(iJ~it.~~"·, :~t,"' ;f· ..-v -: ·: ~Y';T"r"~' :'~,?.; -~T'I ... ""'""~ 
·. ·-··. · -checks·~gs.;n:the ,p·18st.- Tneri-~bf eodrsstt f•""1"·'-·~~pJy_mg .v,l(t~.b-J~efn.·Js.that .too,,muci), - ., .. ,, · ,, --· ··,··•,r·., , _ . « .. , .• , ... ~ 
6 · · - · ' tn.- ask? ~ · · , ~- · · g.. -.• 
- ~ ., ,,. ......... .... 'l"-¥0' ... Al ;... V . ~ •. ,; ~ "i. • ~ ,, ~ "' i>, -··~ ... 
... ?' ""- ... ... - ♦ ., - : ... ,........ .... .... - ' -:4!·~.~-· -~·-::::::.:.. --~·_,.,._;::~--~.".·~~~-~,,.,r;c~~~.£t~'7:i..r~~~ '-,.~~~~: "••~~-•-•• --•-.- - ~ ;, • ~ ,. •-•-•:•-••-- •-••~-A•,,.,_ P< • <>~·- • ._ ___ • ,• > ' ., - • > '° ' ., , .. •• • .. , •, .... ;~ ... 
~ 7•~ .... ':~ "'!"" .. ~ ~~ ••f·-~-
- - ....,.,. --" 
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By Roberta Pikser their buildings. It's ·nothing. Maybe it 
makes the neighborhood more elegant, 
What is security? It is the feeling of whatever that means. Or maybe it pre-
safety and freedom from danger. It is also vents people from congregating to talk. It 
freedom from care, apprehension, or certainly inhibits street life, and street life 
doubt. It is also protection or defense. helps make a community safe, because 
These are the first three definitions in the there is always someone looking out for 
Random House dictionary. How warm and you. If the community cannot provide pro-
fuzzy they sound. But more s:md more, tection for its residents, the only place to 
just as George Orwell foretold, certain look for help when there is a problem is to 
words, in this instance· "security," have the police - back to authority. Often the 
come to mean the opposite, in practice, of police don't enforce this law. But they can 
what we take them to mean in theory. if they want to. This silly little law is a 
The proliferation of checkpoints as means to more social control of the popu-
people are entering the building and the lace. Marijuana is criminalized and the 
libraries of the graduate center is invasive jails are full of young African-American 
and increases feelings of care and appre- men who have smoked a joint and gotten 
hension. We are being told in deeds, if caught. The situation would be ridiculous 
not words, that we are in constant dan- if it were not so tragic. Yet, the criminal-
ger. Is this true? Do these invasions of ization of marijuana is a small law repre-
our time protect us? From what? From senting a minor incursion into our lives. 
whom? Do we feel more secure? I don't. To be fair to CUNY, this is not the 
Checking of bags as one leaves the only place that the invasive and intimidating 
libraries is understandable. It makes theft power of the state makes itself present. 
a bit more difficult. If theft were the issue, Children cannot enter their schools freely. 
however, we would be searched as we You cannot enter an airport freely. 
-· . ......................... ,., ......... 
tion. First the other fellow, then each of 
us. 
Remember the words of Martin 
Niemller: "In Nazi Germany, first they came 
for the Communists, but I was not a 
Communist, so I did not speak out. Then 
they came for the Social Democrats, but I 
was not a Social Democrat, so I did not 
speak out. Then they came for the trade 
unionists, but I was not a trade unionist, 
so I did not speak out. Then they came 
for the Jews, but I was not a Jew, so I did 
not speak out. Then they came for the 
Catholics, but I was not a Catholic, soi did 
not speak out. ihen they came for me, 
but by that time there was no one Jeft to 
speak out." 
Do you ·think I am being hyperdra-
matic? Hysterical? Perhaps. But think 
about it. 
Basta YA! 
continued from page 7 leave the building. So control of theft can- Reasons are always given, yet none of 
not be the issue. these measures seems to work to comes to a grinding halt. I assume the 
What, then, is the_ point of checking increase our safety. These issues are all new centralization makes life easier for 
identification as one enters the CUNY related, but they are large in scope. We Information Resources, but it is difficult 
buildings? It appears to serve no useful are here at the graduate center and it is to see how this centralization improves 
purpose. And having to show one's identi- here that we can focus our attention. life for the rest of us. 
fication is not terribly intrusive. The Each incremental invasion of our Want to send or receive a fax? 
guards are polite, even friendly. At most, freedom is nothing in itself, but little by lit- For a while you could, ~y making the jour-
it is an inconvenience, unless one has left tie they disciplige_us..,to_acq_uiesce-to .... n~y to. the. back_.qf t\)~.J1b~acy, tbough~ -
one's identification at home ana ·cannot get authority and its demands. We are not some sources tofti me the fax server 
to class. This inconvenience is not, howev- starting down a dangerous slope, we are was_ not really powerful enough t_o handle 
er, pointless. The lack of freedom to circu- already half way down it, and its incursion the Job. An~ now? Well, according to 
late is the first step in a process of intimi- into our school lives is particularly distress- the l_nformation R~sources webpage: Fax 
dation. Knowing that we have to stop and ing because the university is presumably s_ervices at 365 Fifth Avenue will b~ ~ro-
be checked trains us to be compliant to one of the last refuges of some sort of v1ded by_ a central fax server that will inte-
ever more intrusive measures taken freedom, no matter how repressive the grat~ W~th. our NT network. Once the 
. againSt'US;·the students~·or the dtizens. rest of the societ. . . . s~rvice 1_s. impl~mented, fax~~ sent to you_ 
Y . . . . will go directly rnto your department's 
It is• a point on a continuum of the increas- . What does th1~ soc1eta~ 1nvas1on of Exchange mailbox. In the meantime, you 
ing fascism that marks our society. It is a our lives have to do with t~e s1r:i7ple. may send and retrieve faxes on the sec-
point on the continuum of the random demand that we sho~ an 1dent1fic~t1on . . ond floor near the Information Resources 
stopping and searching of automobiles in card? ~m I not mak1~g a mountain out of department. 
my neighborhood. It is a point on the con- a~ anthill? No. Anthills run deep and A friend on staff at the GSUC 
tinuum of sudden break-ins with attendant wide beneath th_e gro~nd. The _entir_e reports that this implementation is com-
shootings which the police carry out, often scho~I syster:n: 1nclud1ng the university sys- plete, and she now receives not only 
to find that they have made a mistake. tern, 1s a training ground for the larger faxes, but also voicemails in her inbox as 
If CUNY were the only place that society. It is in the schools that we are well. As 1 ·understand it, most staff can-
this intrusive behavior were seen, a trained to think and act the way society not access voicemails through PCs, so 
protest against it might be taken to be wants us to think and act. Perhaps this is they may serve as clutter more than 
caviling, QUt we undergo these incursions not the issue that you choose to make one convenience. Additionally, if faxes are 
more and more in all aspects of our soci- of your battles right now. But, please, the distributed via e-mail, -then we are even 
ety, starting with CUNY, continuing through next time you show your identification, more reliant upon the server, which may 
~he large corp~rations which control our think about the implications of what you not inspire confidence in.staff and stu- . 
-~ ---~es_~o~e:2.~?.~~~e ev:~~ ~~y, a!1d.ending are .doiog. An~:tw.atch out tor the next !iny .d~~t~: . "'·I 
wiUi_ tlie 1ncurs1ons ?nli~ government. T TT incursion. -Note th~ eaS"e'With-Whlttryou ·· - •- T How can thin§s be. impr:Gved?.-,...,_--i ~-----.J· 
--- -- .Having to stop .and 1dent1fy .oneself before . . become.more and more. compliant. Don't have always found the title "Information · ·~....,. 
?ne can go to ~ark or _to ~tudy_is another wait too long before you become o~traged~ .. Resources"Tromc; as-tne .. office consrs-™ - ·~- --i 
instance ~f the 1nc:~as1,:ig 1~vas1v~nes~_9f Autho~ity doe:5r:i!.give_':IP. P"Y"~~~·. ~ut4'1.?rity t~n~ly k~psJuus;b to themsel_v~.s ... Jo ·~ ··-
all those 1n power into the lives and privacy always wants more. Authority doesn't like-·-beg1n-w1tlr,-w~eed-to~f10w-m-ad~aAee--1------
of those on the lower rungs of the social to be held accountable, or even to be when the marl server will be unavailable. 
ladder. This invasiveness, with its mes- questioned. Think aQOut this the next time Now, they may not know eithe~, which 
saQe of inti~idation, subtle though it may you read about the police killing a small may speak to a higher level problem with 
be 1n some instances, happens on every boy, or beating someone in a station the technology chosen. Students also 
level of th.e _society o~tsi~e of the university house, or shooting someone who is trying need to be able t? remotely change 
and now 1t 1s happening 1n our little world to enter his apartment house. Think passwords. I believe all students should 
of CUNY. about this the next time you find you can't also have acce?s to full text resou_rces 
There is always some reason that gather on the steps of City Hall . Think fror:n r~mote sites, as well'.. but this 
can be given for every step in the increas- about this when you s r · d t' option ~s only currently available to faculty 
• 1 f . ee po ice con uc ing and adjuncts. We need a system that is 1ng contra o a population, and each step random searches, or yo~ hear that the not so centralized that one small prob-
provides an excuse for and an opening for ~tar of _a Broad~ay musical was cau~ht up lem will prevent hundreds from accom-
the next. The Mayor is concerned about 1n a _police security swe~p and coul~nt get plishing the tasks at hand. And, for cry-
crime, so he...criminalizes those who want · to h1s_.performance. Th1nk-.abol.{t this.the- ing out loud, we need some waste bas-
to drink a beer on the street in front of · next time you have to show your identifica~ keJ:s. . + ... ~ 
i..;.....;,.....;..;.:;;... __________ ....,.,,.,,,.._...,:.-=--...1 •• •• 4:, 1 
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"Ciiif,e"sfl-SL stadents' bad :grammar. stated tt,at ~is writing was better than some with a look_ of "acid r:eflux:' .an his face • ,, .. .:.=--· =; 
f C-h. "Ec-L t d ts w·1th 'A'bom he '·after ·hav·1ng- sp_oken . ..wi. -~h,~IQ_loer:__:t_ - -,.j " . Liebmant on-the-other pand, argued ,that. o the mese .:> ..s u en_ t -.- - -- ~ • .r _ _ • --, 
everybo~y .in ttfe_:.E:_xa'!.1--;W~S..-<;tJt-slack for haq pre'!i~H~~.\ak~IJ. ~las~ses, c;1nd who had . Jhe.editorial refers.lo .a. cmirt sum- . . ... ~~ 
poor or hW(iea gr~r11mar (due to the tim.e all passea tlie·_~x'an\ Tl~_yva■s tolt1 by ..Stuart mary that states, " 1The defendants i'ail~d ~o . _ .. -1 
"t'Onstraint), -and·the only allowance made ·Liebman that fhese students were given• produce any- objective, 01displ:ltably rat:e-- - ,,_ - •tt, 
for the Chinese ESL students is that they leniency." To clarify this point again, neutral uniformly applied grading criteria ~~ 
were allowed to use a translation dictio- Tolbert claims that Liebman's "cut slack" that.would explain"'Sueh...tJrtE!qual treatment ~ 





Next, the editotial says that by fail; leniency to the Chinese ESL students for says he has seen no such court summary, 
ing Tolbert, Liebman deprived him of an their grammar. Liebman denies this claim. and says that the quote might be from the 
M.A. in Communications. First, although The editorial at one point says that judge's decision considering a motion to 
the Newsday article says it is a Master's in Tolbert asked Helen Cairns "to remedy the dismiss with summary judgment, which is a 
Communications, the degree he actually unfair practice_, to cease an admittedly dis- preliminary ruling. At presstime for this -
would have received is an M.A. in Media criminatory grading system." First, Liebman issue, I was still trying to determine exactly 
Studies. Second, while it is true that Tolbert says that Tolbert did not go to Cairns to which document contains this quote. 
could not receive his degree without pass- remedy an unfair practice, but simply to The editorial quotes page 31 of 
ing the exam, it is also true that he had the discuss why he failed the exam. Second, Liebman's deposition as saying, "No check-
opportunity to take the exam again, but did using "admitte_dly" here is problematic list exists to determine if the exam's content 
not. Third, due to the nature of the grading because no one admitted it was a discrimi- was the sole basis for the grade received." 
process, in which there are four professors natory grading system; Tolbert claimed in This quote does not appear on page 31 of 
that graded Talbert's exam, Liebman alone court that it was a discriminatory grading Liebman's deposition. There is a quote on 
could not have deprived Tolbert of an M.A. syst~m. page 31 of his deposition referring to a 
by failing him. Other professors also t:,ad Next, the editorial says, "The "checklist," but the quote reads, "Other 
to give Tolbert a failing mark for him not to strongest factual discrepancy was found in than the bare bone skeleton of objective, 
receive a degree. Liebman's own words in his deposition. He quote, unquote, criteria that we discussed 
The editorial says that after Tolbert claimed at first he did· not make the state- just a moment ago, there is not a checklist, 
failed his exam, shortly thereafter he ment regarding 'slack,' or that he did not except the kind of checklist that professors 
received an M.A. in English from Queens mean that, and ~hen could not remember in keep in their minds." 
College. According to the Queens College what context he had made the comment." ~ The editorial discusses a "lawsuit 
Registrar's Office, Tolbert received an M.A. According to Liebman, he never claimed he concerning discrimination against this very 
not in English, but in Secondary Education did not make the statement about slack, but same department at Queens College in 
with a major in English. The Newsday arti- rather ·in court said consistently that he which a faculty professor of color was not 
cle reported that Tolbert received a Master's could not remember the context· in which he given full-time status, despite hold.ing two 
degree in English. had made the statement. Ph.D.s as well as having published several 
Next, the editorial says, "The court Further, the editorial says "the state- books. The same Stuart Liet;>man is also 
found sufficient evidence. suggesting that ment about 'cutting slack' was part of Prof. implicated in this case." First, the "faculty 
Tolbert was a victim of racially motivated Liebman's direct response to the plaintiff's professor of color" goes by the name of 
discriminatory practices." Since the cour.t is question as to why Tolbert, as· an English ~ Tomas Lopez-Pumarejo. He was denied . .& ........... 
composed,of both thejudge and thejury, it _ writing instructor, had his writi~dP4., __ t~oure, nq~fuU,ti~ status..•:~Qn9, t~ 1.;mg-
carinbt1ie~saicflhanhe'":c~ourt cletermlnecl"'':,'""~ ~· 'rrioretiarsnlf'tfrarr·'ttre'p"as~rfg~ese"'ESF-1essor has;published onebook and several 
anything at the time the Jane Doe piece students." The plaintiff did argue that articles, not ~everal books. Third, although 
was published; it was the jury that made a Tolbert had his writing graded ·more harsh- Lopez-Pumarejo has told me that he intends 
decision. But as I will look at later, attribut- ·ly, but Liebman says the plaintiff's lawyer to pursue the matter as a lawsuit if he is 
ing certain claims to even thejury has been never posed a question to him phrased in allowed to do so, the matter has not 
questioned. that manner. reached that stag~. Tpu_s_far1■ ther~J)ave 
... - ~e1<t, 'the editorial refers to Title IV of Next, the editorial says that "the jury been two union grievance hearings and a 
the 1964 Civil Rights Act as being alleged- also deemed that Mr. Talbert's exam was, hearing with the State of New York Human 
ly violated. It was actually Title VI of the in fact, 'not graded anonymously."' Now Rights Commission. Also, Liebman objects 
1964 Civil Rights Act, as well as some is a good time to raise the issue <;>f the . to tbe charge_tbatbeJs .. '.:iroplicateCL.ioJbi....,s ___ __ 
other: statutes, that ffie plaintiff 6ased ·his.. · jury's mindstate. At several times in the matter. This is the extent of his involvement: _J 
ca~e on. • _ _ ~ _ article, Jane Doe makes observations about First, Liebman·ser..ved.as lqpez-Pumarejo's •&~• --:-
The editorial at one point·refers to what the jury deemed or decided. L-iebman mentor in the tenure process. Second, ·like J 
Professor Ganders, an aqjunct. The name says that the jury d_id not provide a written many others, Liebman had a vote on 
is actually Professor Gander, not Ganders. explanation or rationale for its decision that whether Lopez-Pumarejo should get tenure. 
Also, Gander is a full-time, untenured assis- would· support all of Jane Doe's claims In the voting process, whfch is fi:iirfy tntri-
tant pr:ofessor,. not an aqjunct. about the decision. At presstime for this · cate due to the different levefs-oTcemmit:: - _ :J 
The editorial says that when Tolbert issue, ~ was still.tr}'ing.to obtain an exact, tees involved, all votes are kept tonfiden-··· =,:.-.: · 
asked Liebman, Cairns and Gander why he documented account of what the jury decid- tial. Third, Liebman attended one of the 
failed, "he was told that it was due to his ed. Fred Brewington, attorney for the plain- union grievance hearings, and the t,uman 
allegedly poor wr:ting and lack of clarity." tiff, says there exists what he called a 'Jury Rights Commission hearing. 
Jane Doe used the word "allegedly" here verdict sheet" which outlines the rationale The editorial says that "two years 
because Liebman says that he never said of the jury's decision. I have not yet been ago, the Communications Department at 
poor writing was a reason Tolbert failed. able to obtain this document he refers to. Queens College changed its name to the 
~ ---·· . _ !ol_bert ma.~e .§1 .9..i!.ferent clail]l, b~sed on .. Frorn aoother .source I.have.heard there. is.a. -School of--:lotjrnalism-and Media-Stodie,.,..s-----=== 
his interpretation of the "cut slack" quote. jury checklist sheet. At presstime for this and now has its own Dean." In the actuai ,_ - · 1 
. -------~~~.L91t2l.~fillsU9.Y.,i:,-="-.issue ... ~~.Q9J.~~t~~f.1'".abl~Jct,-0btaJJ:Wti~s-.:-:pi:ocess-;::.:tbe·:6ommuAicatigi+:'AJ:ts=anrGI=======; =====-~.:::-. -ifig'"'We[Uie professors gracJTng '"{tie lvr.A. document. Sciences Department split into two parts, 
exam in _Media Studies] cut slack, We The editorial says that Tolbert's exam one of which became the 'oepartment of 
have Chinese ESL students and we allow appeared on a grading grid in a "not so Media Studfes. On July 1, 1998, the 
for that.'" This quote does appear in the arbitrary manner." To clarify, the plaintiff's Department of Media Studies became part 
minutes of the professors' meeting with attorney implied in one of his questions that of an initiative in which a "School of 
Tolbert, with one additional period after Tolbert's exam appeared on the grid in a Journalism, Media and Information Studies" 
"cut slack." In other words, in the minutes not so arbitrary manner. Liebman says that was created. This school now has its own 
of the meeting, there are two periods after it appeared on the grid in an entirely arbi- acting dean. 
"c~t ~lack,_" "':'hich Liebman says ~ignify an trary manner. The editorial also says that lhis 
ell1ps1s to indicate words left out m between The editoriaf says that Professor School of Journalism, Media and. 
the two state~~n~s. . Buchsbaum had made derogatory remarks Information Studies has given honorary 
. The editorial says that all the about Tolbert, saying he had "acid reflux." Ph.D.s to high profile media figures. 
Chinese_ ESL student~ who took the exam, From what I have seen of the court docu- Queens College itself grants honorary 
passed 1t. The fact 1s that one of the ments, Buchsbaum did not say this. The Ph.D.s, not the School of Journalism, Media 
Chinese ESL students failed one of the four phrase "acid reflux" was brought up by a and Information Studies. 
exam questions. • _. . . - •.•. friend of Tolbert's on the witness stand, who· - · ·· · Ttt~ -editorial also ·mentfon·s·~- - ·-· ·----, 
The editorial says, "When [Tolbert] said that she had once seen Buchsbaum l-~ 
continued on next page , 
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arn;f that he cannot possibly check all the pseudonyms in order to bring issues to Teachers receive photocopies of each 
facts contained in submitted articles and public attention witho~t fear· of retribution. exam with a letter and number on 
must rely on the honesty of the writers. But surely such a privilege should be limit- each exam paper, not a name. Thus, 
I understand•his difficult position, and I ed to·bona fide members of ·~he Graduate no teacher knows the identity of the 
share his commitment vigorously to Center com'mllnity. Permitting those wh.o student i,,yho wrote any exam answer, 
defend those who wish to express diverse have no stake in our affairs to publish nor do f. · Once the teachers have sub-
and controversial· or provocative views. unwa·rranted' a.nd inaccurate accounts mitted tl:ie grades, the secretary 
But, as Mark Petras is (ot should be) well about who we are and what we do opens informs me of the results. Only at 
aware, there are certain types of articles ~he; door to precisely the kind ·of abuses that point do I know the results and 
that clearly call for g· reater probity and that Jane Doe's article:represents. the names which correspond to each 
WHOM; after all, does Jane Doe repre-
testing befor:~:Pl..lblication.\ lJ1e (a.c;:J;, i? t_~qt ·sent? fiad'she been ~, agent or a dupe 'Of ao·sweF. ·Students who fail any ques-
he simply did:npt exen::ise,the kind o~ care ·interested parties·to ihe.lawsuit?'.Wtipever _ tioris have the opportunity to retake 
and concern ir.i checking even, ihe smallest Jane Doe is, 1 want to be Glear· on one- •those questions a second tfme. 
facts that would have been l)ecessary to poin_t: nothing jµstifies 'the shoday way_ in A former graduate student ,in 
avoid the·fiasco he helped'to prod~ce. He ·which she conceived her inierv~Qtio.n in ~y Medict Studies, Derek Tolbert, qualified 
should know that simply by 1abeling a tract life or irl. the arena of our community's' cpn-. to take comprehensive exams, the last 
as editorial speech and even dis~ncing cerns. , requirement for the Mastet's Degree, 
himself from its content does not insulate I have tofa the students,.ofthe in_ the spring of 1.993. Mr. Tolbert 
its publishers as well as its authors from .Doctoral Student' Coundl and the · failed ·aJI four questions. Without 
liability for reckl.es~ and malicioCJs 'libel$, Advocate editors with wbom J spoke knowing the identity of Mr. Tolbert, 
And did not Mark Petras also compromise that O(le. of the most frustratirig two teachers faiJed Mr. Tolbert for 
himself by ac;ceding to Jane.Doe:s vidou$ aspects of this entlre sorry business each exam question. The integrity of 
cl.aim by highlighting it in his large- j:)olg has .b~en my inaµillty t_<?. c,or;ifront my the grading process was maintained 
headline? The question mark he used in accuser. 1 _hJive no d~~ire to ,~ursue at all times for Mr Tolbert as for all 
Jane Doe m ..coµrt. I simply wish to per- _ . · · ' . 
the article's title may·save him-from the suape.him ·or h~r:.that,she, ha_s :>eriously .~ stud_eryts. H~ n_ever attempte~ to resit 
charge of responsibility for libel, ·but it can- misunderstood what the case of Mr. the ~xam, d~spIte our best efforts to 
not relieve him of the burden of having Tolbert is all about, and tha~ by.doing pssist him. Instead, he sued_ in 
adopted the techniques-of sensationalist 50 she has unnecessarily caused per~ Fe,deral .Court, claiming violation of 
gutter journalfsm. Is that tlie'kirid of ' ,S,Om:ll Jnjury to me. Hear _me out, Jane Section VI of the Civil Rights Act of 
Advocate th_aJ: students. at the Graduate:' Doe. Step out from behind th~ veil oJ 1964. Jane Doe simply accepted the 
Center want? ' ,?ecrecy; ._~ave th~ ,courage._of your con- pl·aintiff.'s allegations without providing 
And, I Want to argue, Mark Petras victio_ns; ,don't let.Mark. Petras bear the any evidence, by manufacturing the 
made a serious mistake in qg,reeirig fa' burdE¥1 yqu, in,po~ed on him alone .. It jury's opinion, and by imagining that 
publish such c\,P.iece from someone ~~6 doe~ not.~matter 1f you are a student, the allegations w~re f~_c_t?, ... . . 
1
• 
he was not able to assure me was.even a . here.05 r.ot,,Ask, Ma:k Petras to ;~n~_ :.'r;'"':·~MY:.,~-~rnl?Jtr €f.t~e_DoeJanfi!}', 
~~mper' of,tf;Je ... Gr{iduc!,te· .~~Qt~r..~~or.n))1µni- i-t.aC!?Rolf .Meyersohn ~anc:f!;r~rtlu§Jh his or cour.se,
1 
is .. en.tit/ed to his or her 
ty. that is~ Mar~ P~tras, the: ~~Rresent?: office let.us meet. Let ':le try to -show .. opinion,. or even to the use of such 
~:i~e of th~ D?G,,b~oke the D,S,C's own pub- ~o~ ·how yotur ·phreseynotuart1oanrgoufrnt~eentcaat·1soen . obviously faulty logic with malicious 
lished rules (of which, he _qc;fmitt~9, h~ WfJS Is,,1naccura e, · ow . · . . 
ignorant) (Se'1 _"R_etrnction") qy allO\,~ing. . is wrong, i how your methods of intent. Bu.~ w_hat_ Is,, r:r,ost tr~ubhng. 
someon~. tp print '1n~r" venom under th~ research were misguided, how your ab~ut the edito_n~I is the dis~res~mg-
cover of a pseudonym, without requiring conclusion is fatally flawed. Let us ly ignorant decIsIon of the ~dItor-m-
her to get the facts correctly and without debate this in the spirit of this great Chief, Mark Petras, to publish su~h a~ 
giving a second thought to the potential institution according to the elementary unfounded personal attack. A un1versI-
injury such a flpmboyant and unfounded standards·of decency in public debate ty fosters free and open inquiry and 
-- - -piece-wqulct n~ve on the community and\ that we all believe in 'and attetnptto discussion. It also promotes rational 
its members. Does it really s~rv~ the inter- inculcate. Let me try' to persuade you protocols of intellectual exchange, 
ests of graduate stµdents to put an • . that it is on1y by considering altern~ti~e including logical argument, accurate 
unwarranted taint on a successful and points of view t~at t.~~- ~~ut~ 9f_a,.s!tu~--- marshalling of:evidence;and-rarefat- -· - ·--
popular program that introdYGed co1:1r,ses -., {iotr'<:~rr_b7 ~~~te~~ed::'.I will _be hap~Y. to .examination of :competing··positions. 
on gays: ar,ct La,ti,qos ~nd Afric;an meet _with }OU _a}?ne ~r wit~ ariX?~e,, . . Jane Doe's article demonstrates a 
America,ns in !J,e cinema qnd television at e!se p~~~ent: ·I will· bnn~ ~ do~ume~ts, reckless contempt for these values 
then Graduate Center? And does it nqt you 
I
bfrJ1~g y~~rs. d h t t• ..... y and ·is ar1. insult to the graduate stu-
cast a rather different, light .Ofl r.ny atti- . . ane uoe" bes O accep "ti 1 • , 
tudes and commitments if you knpw that I, offer 1:__i:fnd'1'would like ·to·thin.k all of dent_s Wh? sp~1:sor The A~voc~te .• _. _. 
the Film Studies Certificate l?rogr:am · ·us at 'the uC....:..will have to conclude that M.~rtc f?etras alone, ov~r "5tr~ng oppo- . 
• .. -Coordinator, actively solicited ,or supported she has no Teal interest 'in engagirfg in sition from the ManagI~~ Editor M~rk 
l the introduction of such courses? a true- dialogue about tne "is~u~Ts _of_·~ace Noon~n,. r:1:1a_de the .de~1sI0~. to ?.u~IJs.~ __ -- . ----=-
} I fully aGcept the ic;lea that uri~er. cer- and·grading pollcies:an·d academ1~ stan-- the.-pseuEJon;:mo~s.-art1cle, ·afterti1s-
-~ ·-~- .:::.tain·circumstances-studenf (or faculty) . - da'r-ds :and· faculty 1eadership in a free own stunningly inadequate fact-check-
whistle-blowers might need to resort to and fair-minded way. ing. I urge him to acknowledge that 
________________________ ·________ this was ah error of judgment and to 
continued from previous page, 
"departmental newsletter" put o~t by the 
School of Journalism, Media and · 
Information Studies. The publication is 
actually a college magazine. 
The editorial says that Liebman was 
"accused of racism and academic miscon-
duct in an article on the front page of 
NmtlS,,Q.,a¼ ". Tbe .Newsda¥,.ar:tiCle does.not. 
·- - --- ,. -use- the•-terms=·"racism'1 ·and .i•academic mis-
• ·--· - -· conduct," but rather says, "Professors at 
Queens College Violated the civil rights of 
an African-American graduate student by 
; __ · -· - •· 4lt:mking-him while guirrg-e-asy· bri two - ~ 
__ ._~·_-G,hJ.nese .students duriag .a .final .exam, .a.-
jury in Brooklyn federal court has found." 
~--- ........ 
print a public apology- to Professor 
The editorial says [iebman "was Liebman. I do not view his error as 
accusetf and found guilty of violating Title 
IV of the :J964 Civil Rights Act." Again, it either malicious or unf.orgivable. 
was Title VI, and, since this is a 'civ·il case, Refusal to recognize and acknowledge 
the proper word here is "liable," not a niistake, however, is another issue. 
"guilty." Mark Petras was responsible for 
Lastly, the writer's claim that·~iebman unfairly maligning Professor Liebman's 
is a "certified racist," is, .of course, r'lot a reputation, in .a particular,y painful_-~-~-••·-
"fac;:t," b,ut !€!!her- t~e. ~rite!~ P.P.i{l~o.n.-_. -~ ·--• •. way:, •..J-ti~::ability:-r~:ctsnbw,lej:fge-ar, . . ~:..::==~•• 
· -: :· .: : •• : · ... : ·.: ... -_ - e·rror-will ·testify to his fundament~ll1 · • -· · 
· Attention writers: Expressing your sound character. We all make mis-
opinion is fine, but g~t your facts right! The takes, and their gravity of course 
Advocate editors cannot be expected to_ . . varies. -But• our- Ct>l:ffilge in-taking--:: - - - ·· • · 
. check-the· ~c:uracy of-every•sfngte- facr tii responsibility for. our mist~kes- is the 
your subm1ss1ons. b d k f. · te r·ity e roe o our in g . 
- j jl1· V J:~t I ll·'~11,,1J~r ~J :ii.loiii•II wr :irt::t:::1ilii 
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